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Decoding the Hallway

Edward is now 21 years old. He has to appear in an exam to renew his State Alchemist title. This year
the exam is arranged in a bit different way. There will be a long hallway. Each alchemist will enter the
hallway from the left side and come out from the right side and he has to do this n times. During this
tour they have to bend the hallway segments right-left alternatively. Let’s describe the process in some
pictures:

• First time (First picture): Initially, the hallway is a straight line (soft line in the first picture).
So alchemist will bend this segment to right side (he is going from left to right) like the hard line
in the first picture above.
• Second time (Second picture): Now he will find two segments in hallway (like soft line in picture).
So he will bend the first hallway to right, second one to left (like the hard lines).
• Third time (Third picture): Now he will find four segments in the hallway (like the soft lines)
and he will bend them to Right, Left, Right and Left respectively.
• And this goes on for fourth and fifth times in the picture.
Since Full Metal Alchemist Edward is so good, he did it perfectly. Now it is turn of the judges to
check the bending if it is correct or not. The judge enters at the left end and comes out from the right
end. But during his travel he notes down the turning, R for Right and L for Left. So if n = 1, then
the judge would have noted down L. If n = 2, it would have been LLR. For n = 4, it would have been:
LLRLLRRLLLRRLRR.
Since this string will grow exponentially with n, it will be tough to check whether the bending is
correct or not. So the judges have some pre-generated strings and they know whether this string will
appear as substring in the final string or not. Unfortunately the judges have lost the answer sheet, can
you help them to recover it?

Input
First line of the test file contains a positive integer T denoting number of test cases (T ≤ 110). Hence
follows T lines, each containing an integer and a string: n S. n is the number of times Edward has
passed through the hallway; and S is the string the judge is going to check with. You may assume that
S consists of only the letters ‘L’ and ‘R’. (n ≤ 1000, length of S ≤ 100). Also you may assume that
length of S will not be greater than the length of the string for n.

Output
For each test case output the case number and ‘Yes’ or ‘No’ denoting whether the string is in the final
string as substring.
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Sample Input
2
1 R
4 LRRLL

Sample Output
Case 1: No
Case 2: Yes
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